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CAA bursts Raiders' bubble
Not being placed on the bubble - teams
that have outside chances popped the
Raiders hopes of making the tourney.
"I have mixed feelingsaboutit," said Wright
State outfielder BrianBuckofbeing leftout "I
feel we are as good as any team that's in the
Greg Billing
tourney, but our schedule strength was not that
Sports Editor
strong."
Buck mentioned being swept by Xavier,
Despite winning Wright State's first
to Florida International on the road and
falling
conference championship in baseball May 17
at home as reasons the Raiders
Kentucky
with a 40-16 record, the Raiders failed to
didn't
earn
a tournament bid.
receivean invitation to the National Collegiate
"I
thought
we had a reasonable chance,"
Athletic Association baseball tournament.
said
Buck.
"I
don't
think we expected to make
which begins May 21.
it
I
really
don't
think
the guys thought we
AccordingtoGeneMcArtor  Missouri
wouldgetin. We still
baseball coach and
had some hope we
chainnanofthe selection
would make it,
committee the 48
though."
teams selected to battle
feel we are as good as
After
the
for a chance to appear in
tournament
seedings
any
team
that's
in
the
the College World Series
were announced
must have more to offer
tourney." -Brian Buck
Monday on the cable
the tourney than just a
sports
network
good record.
ESPN,
the
Raiders
"The criteriais based
did
not
have
that
anymore,
either.
on the Division I records, combination of the
About 20 players gathered at the home of
win and loss record, strength of schedule and
WSU
second baseman Jon Sbrocco to watch
the conference results," McArtor said. 'The
the
tournament
pairings, noting that of the 48
committee has volumes of information that
breaks things down. We have how they did at teams selected, WrightState had a better record
home and on the road, how they did inside the than 31 of the invites.
"We won 90 percent of our last 15 games
conference and so on."
And that information was what doomed and 80 percent of our last 40 games, and we
WrightState to be omitted from the big dance, didn't even get on the bubble," said WSU
despite winning the Mid-ContinentConference coach Ron Nischwitz.
Nischwitz thought Wright State wasn't
in the schools first-ever baseball conference
extended
a bid since the Raiders lost games
tournament.
and
"The biggest difficulty with Wright State early - starting the season 11-9 was the strength ofthe schedule," said McArtor.
see "Tourney"
"Wright State was discussed, but they were
continued on page 16
not one of our bubble teams."
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tourney never comes
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Pate helps Raiders bat their way to conference title.

solution attempting to remove ROTC from campus INSIDE
lit:liiJ1-tlleky Ruef.
lstant News Editor

service.
The resolution now goes in front of
Academic Council to be voted on. However,
•l!!i!lll!l!!l!l!l!l!llll'CBoth Wright State University's Student according to Dr. Lewis K. Shupe, professor
cmment and Academic Council's of art therapy and communication the
p;,___:._-"'""'l..t.
nt Affairs Committee have recently resolution is "not binding at all."
He has asked the university for further
cd a resolution denouncing the
clarification
as to whether or not this
ent of Defense policy preventing
resolution will become a policy at WSU.
_ _ _...,.k>sexuals from enrolling in ROTC.
There is also a possibility that only parts
lliti2JB14Currently. homosexuals at Wright State
of
the
resolution may pass the Academic
llCnnitted to enroll in the 100 and 200
Council
vote. That will not deter Student
ROTC classes, but are barred from the
Government Chair G. Scott Markland from
~~"'"'"'.....-1~;.:_400:.: level classes which are designed
cadets with contracts for military pursuing this issue.

If that occurs Markland said, "I will
continue to fight to get the rest of them
passed."
"All (parts of the resolution) are of equal
weight," added Markland, "I will support
any of them being passed."
The resolution was written by Student
Government in response to the issue brought
forth through Academic Council.
Maj. David Stock of the Army ROTC
would not comment on the resolution,
because he has not seen it
aee"ROTC"
continued O"'· page 6
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Professor awarded for teaching excellence
Joseph Emanuel, Ed.D., will
receive the 1992 Wright State
University Alumni Association
Award for Teaching Excellence
during spring commencement, June
13, lOa.m. in WrightState'sErvin
J. Nutter Center.
Emanuel specializes in teaching
mental health and chemical
dependency counselors in WSU's
College of Education and Human
Services. Gregory Bemhardt,EdD.
chair of WSU's human services
deparunent, said, "Dr. Emanuel has
a large number of former students

from his program who hold
prominent mental health/chemical
dependency positions in the Miami
Valley. lbose former students often
cite Dr. Emanuel as being
significant not only in their
professional development, but also
in their personal growth,"
WSU's College of Education
and Human Services Dean
Frederick Gies, Ed.D., also
recognized Emanuel's notable
teaching career at Wright State
University. "I feel that Dr. Emanuel
has distinguished himself as a

teacher, and I heartily support his
selection for this award."
In addition to Emanuel's
teaching credentials, he is active in
the mental health and chemical
dependency profession and
scholarly efforts.
He co-authored "Marriage
Counseling Using Differing
Personality Types As A Resource"
with Bernhardt
Emanuel has presented papers
at international, national and state
conferences, including "Innovative
Techniques
in
Chemical

Some Ohio students may attend
legislative conference free of charge
Twenty-five ofOhio's brightest
college students will be awarded
scholarships to the Annual Meeting
ofthe National Conference ofState
Legislatures this summer, it was
announced today by The Student
Loan Fundin~ Corporation.
The Student Loan Funding
Corporation, a private, nonprofit
secondary market for student loans
in Ohio, will host the students as
part of its Government Studies

with local officials to discuss
current public issues."
The students will be
competitively selected from four
year colleges and universities
throughout Ohio.
Selection will be based upon a

Program.
"The Student Loan Funding
Corporation believes Ohio's
greatest asset will always be an
informed and educated citizenry.
"The NCSL Annual Meeting
presents an outstanding learning
opportunity for students interested
in politics and government," Said
Thomas L. Conlan, Jr., president
of the Student Loan Funding
Corporation. "The students will
participate in meetings with many
of the people involved in state
government today. Also, they will
attend special seminars, workshops
andNCSL social outings, and meet

combination of criteria, including
a record of high academic
achievement, a 500-word essay,
professor recommendations, an
interest in public affairs and an
involvement in student or voluntary
organizations.
The week-long program will
be held July 26-31 in Cincinnati in
conjunction with theNCSLAnnual
Meeting. All program costs
including registration, travel,
lodging and meals will be covered

by The Student Loan Funding Cor
poration and other sponsoring or
ganizations. Efforts are being co
ordinated with NCSL 's Ohio Leg
islative Co-Chairmen, Senate Presi
dent Stanley Aronoff and House
Speaker V em Riffe, to offer this
non-partisan Government Studies
Program.
The Corporation developed and
sponsored a similar program in
1988 in conjunction with the
National Governors' Association
Annual Meeting held in Cincinnati,
which met with resounding success.
Information and applications
have
been
shared
with
representatives at Ohio's four-year
colleges and universities. Inquiries
on campus may be directed to the
Vice President/Academic Affairs,
Dean/Student Services, or
Department Chairs of History or
Political Science. Applications
must be postmarked no later than
May 29. An independent screening
committee will review the
applications and make its final
selections by June 15.

Former professor selected for
intern program in Washington, D.C.
Former(Wright State adjunct
professor and current Tipp City
resident Nancy Yarger is headed
to Washington, D.C., for a one
week Congressional Senior Citi
zen Intern Program.
Ohio's 8th District Congress
man John A. Boehner announced
Yarger's selection recently say
ing, "A person like Nancy is a
great example. She has written
to my office in the past on issues,
and is taking this opportunity in

May to get a closer look at Con
gress and how it operates. With
her interest in government and her
experience as a teacher and com
munity member, I know she will
have many insights to offer to me,
my staff and the other interns."
Ms. Yarger was a teacher in the
Miami County school system for
more than four decades. Besides
teaching elementary math educa
tion at WrightState for 10 years, Ms.
Yarger' s experience includes teach-

ing mathematics for 16 years atTroy
Junior High School and 30 years at
Tipp Central Junior High School.
A graduate of Miami Univer
sity, in Oxford, Nancy has three
daughters, Deborah, Diane and
Cathy, and five grandchildren.
The Congressional Senior Citi
zen Inter:nshipprogram is conducted
jointly by Members of Congress
and the Close-Up Foundation, the
nation's largest civic education organization.

Dependency,"
and
"New
Techniques
in
Chemical
Dependency Counseling."
Emanuel also is a psychological
consultant for Miami Valley
Turning Point, a chemical
dependency treatment unit, and
maintains a private practice in
Dayton.
Upon receiving the award,
Emanuel will receive $2000 and a
medallion to' be worn with
academic regalia for the coming
year and a desk-top medallion
replica as a keepsake.
as me
those
admit
Eng in
There were two thefts on Mai Scienc
13: one in 245 Biological Science!
N.
Building and the other at 125; media
Springwood Ave.
F.:tor
Two incidents occurred on Mai
12: a theft in 068 Rike Hall anda
case of disorderly conduct in~
Millett Hall.
On May 11, there were thnc
incidents: a property-damage
accident in K Lot Parking; a theftl
1269 Springwood Ave.; and a~
skip accident at 1287 Springwool
Ave.

Campus thefts continue
A case of felonious assault oc
curred at the Nutter Center Service
Road on May 18. There was also
theft in Allyn Hall Parking Lot
On May 17, there was a case of
criminal damaging at 1245
Springwood Ave.
At 1257 Springwood Ave.,
there was a case of damaging on
May 15.
On May 14, three incidents oc
curred: a theft in 309 Hamilton
Hall; a theft and a case of inducing
panic at 1257 Springwood Ave.

Association backs students
The
Ohio
Education
Association recently offered
support to the state's public higher
education community in its effort
toward off funding cuts ofas much
as 15 percent.
OEA President Marilyn Cross
said cuts in higher education
funding being considered by Gov.
Voinovich would "cutthe heart out

of a system that serves as a vital
link in the education program we outsi
nrovide our young people."
servi
"It is totally unacceptable ~
place so much ofthe burden causea
by the revenue shortfall on tht
state's ... universities," she said.
She called on the governor~
"find an alternative to deal with tit
immediate budget crisis."

WSU student wins award
Nancy E. Lemere of Dayton, a
junior in the Wright State
University School of Nursing, has
received the 1992 Fuld Fellowship
from the Helene Fuld Health Trust.
Lemere, who plans to pursue a
career in cancer nursing, is one of
50 nursing students nationwide
who received the fellowship from
among 300 nominees. The
fellowship will offer her the
opportunity to interact with the
world's leading scientists,
researchers and educators in
oncology.
As a Fuld fellow. Lemere will
attend the Seventh International
Conference on Cancer Nursing,
sponsored by the International
Society of Nurses in Cancer Care

mid
to be held in Vienna, Austria in
August. In addition to the
international conference, Lemett
will attend the National Conven~
of National Student Nurses·
Association in Phoenix.
"I anticipate interaction wi~
cancer nurses from around the
world will be a personally aJ)l
professionally
enrichin!
experience," said Lemere.
Lemere's goals includi
graduate studies involvin!
specialist certification in oncolog)
nursing and participation it
clinically-based research.
Her special interests lie in tbC
area of guided imagery an
visualizationasamethodofnurs'
intervention in cancer patient
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Engineering group begins mentor
program to assist incoming students
in the WSU College of Engineering
Computer Science succeed
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Solidarity arrives for one brief, midnight hour

n Leger
-.soclate Writer

in times of need, when you want
advice, or when you are unsure"
of college life.
Aside from guidance in dealing
with classes, instructors,
homework and study habits,
engineering
mentors
program is
especially those
ned to pair
with co-op or
mpperclass student
i n t e r n i n g
engineering majors
C
experience  are
as mentors with
AMPUS NEWS also expected to
those recently
p r o v i d e
admitted into the College of information on engineering as a
Engineering and Computer career. Ms. Schneider added that
~Mai Science.
the new program could give
ienca
N. N. Schneider, the council's underclass students "a better idea
l2li media coord'mator an d a Human 1'f engineering is for them and it
Mai F~tors'Engineering major, said, will make a lot of people happier
0
"aoo; "A mentor is a friend and years down the road with their
111.J
counselor, someone you can go to careers."
mw
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Students work to increase the
awareness of area businesses
concerning Dayton advertisers
This spring, Wright State
University and University of
Dayton senior advertising students
will work together to determine
why local businesses are going
outside Dayton for advertising
ICl'Vices.
"A lot ofpeople in Dayton might
not be aware of the talent in
Dayton," saidJeffBecht, first vice
prcsident of the Dayton
Advertising Club. "There is no
ieason why anyone in Dayton has
logo anywhere outside of Dayton
(for advertising services). If they
do it (hire advertising agencies or
production houses) out of the
midwestem area, we want to know
why."
• "Also, we are not just interested
in promoting Dayton for Dayton
but Dayton to the entire Midwest
•well," added Becht.
Wright State participants include
Kristen Brady of West Carrollton,
Belli Hutchins of Springfield and
Jyle Monnin of Fairborn.
The Dayton Advertising Club, a
group of advertising agencies and
Pl'Ofessionals, is sponsoring the
project which will take place in
two phases.
In Phase I, students will create
IDd mail surveys to more than
l,000 area businesses that use
advertising
services
for
)lromotional purposes.

The goal of the survey is to find
out how local businesses feel about
using Dayton-based advertising
services and how the businesses
feel about the services currently
available to them.
During Phase II, the students
will examine the survey responses
to determine how Dayton
advertising agencies and suppliers
can best serve their customers,
measure the agencies' ability to
provide quality and quantity to
clients and implement a plan of
action.
The group hopes a plan for
improving and increasing Dayton
advertising services to area
businesses will be implemented
this fall.
"The students will benefit from
the project by doing an activity
directly related to research and
development of a marketing plan,
plus they will be networking and
making contacts (through DAC
members)," said Gordon L. Wise,
Wright State University marketing
professor and a faculty advisor for
the project.
University of Dayton Professor
Vicki Blakney also will serve as a
faculty advisor for the project.
Thom Doran and Phillip Miller,
both DAC members, will serve as
liaisons between the club and the
universities.

Photo by Tony Clart1rletlo

Students gathered together at Wright State University last week for a midnight vlgll
to demonstrate their hope for racial hannony and to revel In the diversity of the
human race. The vlgll, sponsored by the Black Student Union In concen with the
Resldentlal Community Association, comes at a time of Increased racial tensions
here at Wright State as well as across the country. Approximately 100 people
attended the vlgll and the shon program that followed It.

Atlanta airport may be large
but O,Hare services more
Atlanta International may be
the largest airport in the world, but
Chicago's O'Hare still holds the
title of the busiest
In an Air Transportation
Association ofAmerica report filed
in 1987, 0 •Hare serviced
57 ,543,865 passengers while

Atlanta had 47,649,470 arriving
and departing.
Filling out the top five were
Los Angeles (44.8 million), Dallas/
Fort Worth (41.87 million), and
Denver (32.5 million).
InanotherreportbytheNational
Transportation Safety Board, there

were only four fatal accidents in
seven million departures. Those
four accidents resulted in 231
deaths in the U.S. The report said
there were 0.043 fatal accidents
per 100,000 departures in 1987,
supporting the airlines• claim .that
they are the safest form of travel.

Economic turbulence for airlines

TWA

TWA is the latest in a long line of airlines to declare bankruptcy since 1981.

Jan.:

Jan.: Flight

Sept:

Oct:

Frontier Transportation Continental Air One

March:
Provincetown/ Sept.:
Boston Air
Royale

January:
TWA declares
bankruptcy

Dec.:

Oct:

Presidential Continental

II
'81

'82

'86

'83

June: Airlift
International May: Braniff
International

July: p.jr Nov.:
Florida Capitol Air

"iIT
Aug.:
Frontier

'88

'89
'90
March:
Sept: -Uy:
Eastern Braniff CC Air
Inc.
June: America West

Note: List does not reflect mergers or takeovers
SOURCE: Airline Economics, Air Transport Association; Research by WENDY GOVIER

Aug.: Braniff International
KAT lnlographia

1,250 to graduate from Wright State University .
Wright State University will
confer 1,250 degrees during spring
commencement ceremonies on
June 13, 10 am. in WSU's Ervin J.
Nutter Center.

The University will award 49
associated degrees, 861 bachelor's
degrees, 272 master's degrees. 80
medical doctorates and two
philosophy degrees. ·

The
26th
semiannual
commencement ceremony will
bring the total number ofgraduates
for the 1991-92 academic year to
2,842.
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___O_ginion
Transportation department
needs to get it in gear
Kevin Kearney
Editor-In-Chief
After listening to a variety of
complaints from drivers in Vandalia
last week, the Ohio Department of
Transportation has announced plans
to improve safety and traffic flow.
ODOT will be requiring contractors
to open all four lanes of I-70 for
Memorial Day, July Fourth, and
Labor Day Weekends.
The department will also be
placing changeable message signs at
the state border and a few miles prior
to construction sites, as well as
stepping up the number of
patrolmen at the sites.

{
l

!

Pardon me if I don't get too
excited, though I guess we should be
grateful that the department is taking
any steps at all.
As I see it, ODOT is responsible
for organizing and planning for
maintenance and improvements of
the state's roadways. Let me
emphasize the words "organizing"
and "planning."
If ODOT is truly "organizing"
and "planning," how is it that I can't
seem to drive more than 10 miles in

The,..

Guaru1an
WrtsbtSt•'•Stadct N-.p...

The Guardian is an independent newspaper
printed weekly during the regular school year
and monthly during the summer. The
newspaper is published by students of Wright
State University and printed on recycled
paper. Offices are located at 046 University
Center, Wright State University, Dayton,
Ohio 45435.
Editorials without bylines reflect a majority
of the editorial board (editors and assistant
editors). Editorials with bylines reflect the
opinion of the writer. Views expressed in
columns and cartoons are those of the writers
and artists.
Ci:> 1992 The Guardian

ADYERTISING POLICY
The Guardian reserves the right to censor,
reject or disapprove of any advertising copy
in accordance with any present or future
advertising acceptance rules established by
The Guardian.
Appearance of advertising in The Guardian
should not be used to infer the staff supports
or condones the use of any products or
services mentioned therein.

any one direction in this state
without coming across those
infamous orange barrels?
And why is it that construction is
implemented with so little regard for
Ohio's drivers?
Case in point: the resurfacing of
I-70 for several miles east and west
of the I-75 junction. One lane on
each side of this section of highway
has been stripped of its top layer of
pavement, evidently in preparation
for some improvement. Yet, the
roughed-up section has been sitting
for months without any signs of
completion. Even without an
unwieldy construction site, ODOT
has managed to create a huge
inconvenience for motorists.
ODOT does not even feel it can
be bothered by such heavy-traffic
events as the air and trade show,
June 16-21, saying, "It would put a
serious crimp in the contractor's
schedule if we were to open up all
the lanes again at that time."
What Ohio really needs is
someone who can look at
construction in this state as a whole,
and plan accordingly with motorists
in mind. Someone who can see
beyond a contractor's schedule.
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MISSION CONTROL, THIS
IS ASTRONAUT BUSH ...
_l'VE TRIED THREE TIMES
BUT I J"UST Ci'IN'T SEEM
TO GET A GRIP ON THIS

Pr

THING!

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Hammer failed
to realize
sound level
On May 7 my spouse and I
attended the Jodeci- Boyz II
Men - Hammer concert at the
Wright State University Nutter
Center in Dayton. This is one of
few concerts that I have
attended in the last several years
as the ticket prices have become
cost prohibitive. Therefore, I
was greatly looking forward to
this concert since I had chosen
this as a "treat" to myself and
my husband.
Unfortunately, I was greatly
disappointed.
It is my opinion that the
concert would have been
absolutely wonderful if the
noise level were kept within
healthy and acceptable ranges.
It seems that artists these days
feel that louder is better.
However, given the reaction of
the audience during as well as
after the concert, that is not the
case. I witnessed several people,

of all ages ranging from very
young children to older
individuals, covering their ears,
leaving the auditorium area and
some even became so frustrated
and irritated that they left the
concert altogether before it was
even close to being over. My
husband and I fall into all of
those categories.
We feel that we wasted
money that could have been put
to better use.
Unfortunately, I have also
lost some respect for one of the
artists that I most respected.
Hammer is educated, talented
and keeps himself in good
physical shape. I am highly
disappointed that he would fail
to recognize the health
ramifications of such loud music
and not take appropriate action.
The discomfort and
disappointment definitely
hindered my ability to enjoy
what I saw of an otherwise
enjoyable show.
The amplification of music
and voice turned potential
enjoyment into pure noise ....
LISA M. IVORY
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Proposal
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readers
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This is in response to
the proposed parking
policy that was
summarized in the May
14 issue.
The whole parking
blem seems centered
around those who arrive at
school between 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m. and expect to
park in the inner core lots.
I have always been able to
find parking in west lot at
these times, and the
fraction of students who
do have to park in K-lot or
Nutter seem to represent a
minority of the student
body for which the
shuttle-buses seem to
serve their purposes well.
Nevertheless the
attitude that E. Spanier
seems to convey has me
very concerned with his
"give me money for a
parking spot" attitude as if
he wants to make a profit
from the demand on
parking at a commuter
school. This is outrageous,
especially when the
communication was so
poor that only five
students were present at
the meeting.
Even I can see that the
proposal will not solve the
problem for one of two
reasons. First, if all the
students buy passes, the
problem will not go away.
There will still be no
spaces on campus from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. and instead
of feeling inconvenienced,
the student will be

considerably irate with a
$180 pass to the K-lot.
Second, if the students
refuse to pay any more
money to an already high
cost school, there will be
only a fraction of the
spaces taken in the
campus lots, but the
"mother of all traffic
jams" in K-lot and Nutter
(not to mention the
number of us parking at
Meijer and Frisch's).
This whole policy
smells ... because there is
no way the university can
justify $450,000 per
quarter for shuttle buses.
That would be four new
ones at $100,000 a
quarter.
The only way to
improve the parking
problem is to have more
spaces, encourage car
pooling and schedule the
classes in order to create a
more uniform demand.
However, Mr. Spanier, if
you must charge, I can
calculate that a $10 per
quarter charge
(approximately $150,000
per quarter) should be
quite enough to support a
few extra shuttle buses
and build new lots.
TY WHITAKER

I have been trying to
come up with some more
outrageous ways for
Wright State to charge its
students excessively this
fall. My ideas demonstrate
how difficult it is to lower
oneself further on the
"excessive charge" ladder
than WSU's parking
administration.
1. How about requiring

students to pay a quarterly
fee to sit in Allyn Hall
lounge. This wouldn't be
such a bad idea. The rates
could even be lower after
4 p.m. Of course lower
rates would also be
available for sitting in the
less popular lounges. And
one could always sit for
free on the quad (even
when it's not raining).
2. Another good idea
would be to sell quarterly
walking permits to
WSU's students. The
income from these
permits would help defray
the cost of repairs on the
sidewalks damaged by
maintenance vehicles and
other excessive traffic ....
3. Hey! Why not
charge students a rental
fee for their Allyn hall
mailboxes? I mean, after
all, if students can afford
to pay over $100 per year
to park ...
4. There is always the
choice of requiring those
students who would like
to sit in their classes to
have sitting permits.
Anyone who has been in
an overcrowded class
would certainly recognize
the value of these permits.
WSU could charge higher
rates for premium seats.
5. While I'm at it, the
world needs to conserve
its air before it's all
poisoned. My suggestion
for WSU's part in this
plan is to charge students
a breathing fee while
attending college. Those
students who do not wish
to pay this fee would be
able to purchase their own
breathing unit from a
WSU-sponsored
vendor....

were confirmed when he
announced it today (5-13
92) in class. I've also
heard (from other sources)
that his leaving was not
his choice. This is a
shame because I
personally feel that he is
doing a great job. Mr.
Mallone is very positive
and skilled with the choir
and I hope that all choir
members will voice their
same concern through T.he
Guardian hopefully
reaching the music
department.
I would personally like
to thank Mr. Mallone for
being understanding and
helpful to me. Even
though I'm not a music or
voice major and I don't
know how to play a piano,
Mr.Mallone recorded the
voice parts that my
BARRY YORK
section sings so that I
could learn the choir
music. Him doing this has
given me the opportunity
to perform to the best of
my ability. Thank you
very much for your
concern Mr. Mallone, it
meant a great deal to me. I
Last quarter I heard a
and many other choir
rumor that Mr. Mallone,
WSU's choir director, will members will miss you.
not be returning to teach
choir again. My fears
SUZANNE S. ALEVE

Does anyone out there
get the picture? Why do
students need to pay more
than $15 per quarter to
park? Why do students
have to pay to park? It
does not require high
priced consultants to
know that parking fees
will not change the
parking situation if
everyone pays to park on
campus....
WSU is a commuter
school. Why, then, does
Wright State insist Qn
sticking it to the wallets of
the majority of its
customers? We as
students really don't have
a choice but to pay if we
want our education to be
free of distractions such as
incredibly inconvenient
parking in K-lot.

Director will
be missed

WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND?
Share your opinion with
the
Wright
State
community by writing a
letter to the editor and
addressing it to:

The Guardian-letters

name, telephone number
and class standing.
Libelous or offensive
letters will be rejected, as
will letters that request

money from readers.
The Guardian reserves
the right to reject letters
dealing with theological
Letters should be under arguments or letters which
400 words and include a make allegations that
signature, printed full cannot be proven.
046 University Center
Dayton, Ohio 45435
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''ROTC''
continued from page 1

According to Lt. Col. Jerald L.
Cunningham, commander and
professor of aerospace studies, the
military carries out polices enacted
by the Department of Defense.
"We will carry out policies
whatever they are," said
Cunningham, "We do as the
country asks us to do."
Cunningham stated that "if they
want us to leave, just tell us."
"I disagree that we are
discriminatory," said Cunningham.
According to Cunningham, if
the military had homosexuals, they
would have equal rights.
"The tradition in this area is
pretty deep," said Cunningham.
The policy of the Department
of
Defense
states
that
"homosexuals are considered
unsuitable for military service and
are not permitted to serve in the
Armed Forces in any capacity. His/
her presence in a military unit would
seriously impair discipline, good
order, morale and security."
U.S. Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio,
will be calling a hearing after
elections on the Departments
policy.
State Sen. Gene Watts, R
Republican, has proposed a bill
that would prevent state schools
from removing ROTC units from
their campuses to protest ROTC' s
anti-gay regulations.
The Watts Bill, if passed, will
replace the Senate Budget Bill.
The Senate Budget Bill states
that universities may not
disassociate their ROTC units
without legislative approval and
expires June 30, 1993.
The Student Affairs resolution
will be brought before the
Academic Council next month.

Resolution ofthe Student Government and the
Academic Counsel Student Affairs Committee
Believing the current practice of discrimination employed by the
Department of Defense (DOD) against individuals due to their
sexual orientation, is antithetical to the high ideals embedded jn the
Mission Statement of Wright State University,
Having adopted the tenants of the Diversity Statement which
indicate that Wright State University promotes the acceptance and
appreciation of every individual regardless of race, gender, age,
physical ability. sexual orientation or national origin,
Convinced that acts of discrimination and prejudice flourish
when shielded from the light of public scrutiny or protected by the
mantle of institutional inaction,
Cognizant of the paradox created by providing ROTC free office
space on the grounds of this institution while simultaneously pos
sessing an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Policy en
dorsed by President Paige E. Mulhollan on January 14, 1987,
Deeply concerned that students interested in ROTC are unaware
of the barrier placed in the path of some individuals seeking
commission through ROTC,
Bearing in mind that. the administration, faculty. staff and
studentsofWright State University are duty bound by the Constitution
of this nation and the principles of Civil Liberties to remain ever
vigilante against violations of Human Rights wherever they may
occur.
1. Strongly Deplores the Department of Defense policy enacted
by ROTC which discriminate against individuals due to their sexual
orientation,
2. Calls For the President of Wright State University to compose
a letter to the Department ofDefense in order to illustrate the position
of this institution and its' stand against prejudice and stereotypic
beliefs, as well as a time line requesting a reply to these concerns,
3. lJrges the administration of Wright State University to
eliminate the existing contradiction to the university• s stated purpose
by no longer providing free office space to an organization such as
the ROTC which indulges in acts of discrimination,
4. Seeks the creation of an attachment to the ROTC application
stating that the ROTC violates the mission statement ofthis institution
in order to inform interested parties of the discrimination employed
by the organization,
S. Strongly Supports the inclusion of a statement in all univer
sity publications where ROTC is mentioned indicating that ROTC
does not comply with aspects of the university's Mission Statement
and Diversity Statement relating to discrimination,
6. Requests the administration to establish 1995 as the year to
review the progress of the university and DOD in dismantling
policies ofdiscrimination while concurrently setting the year2000 as
the date to terminate the contract with ROTC if the policy of
commissioning based on sexual orientation is not changed.

ATTENTION STUDENT
MEDIA MEMBERS:
SIUDENr

BAI'QUEI'

Philanthropy is not quite dead
in the United States. According to
figures contained in the 1989 Book
of Facts and World Almanac, a
total of$93.68 million was donated
from various sources toward
charitable causes. This represents
a $85.98 million increase since
1955.
The largest contributors, in
terms of dollars, were individuals,
pouring in an estimated $76.82
million, a whopping 82 percent of
the total. Foundations were next in
line with contributions of $6.38
million, followed by bequests
($5.98 million, estimated) and

corporations ( $4.5 mill
estimated).
The big winner in the don
sweepstakes was religion g
$43.61 million, more than
times that of the next hi
recipient, health ($13.65 mil
Other notable beneficiaries
in order, education ($1
million), human services (
million). arts, culture
humanities ($6.41 million),
enigmatic "other" ($3.89 m·
and public and society benefit
million).
More recent figures are
this time, available.

Names of various
groupings of animal
may surprise you .
What do you call a bunch of
cats? Or several badgers?
Nearly every type of animal
species has a name forits groupings,
some of which are especially
appropriate.
More than one rhinoceros, for
instance, is called a crash or
rhinoceri. That's pretty much what
you can expect them to do-crash.
There is also an exaltation of
larks, just out to have a good time.
Other descriptive names are: a
leap of leopards, a litter of pigs, a
muster ofpeacocks, a bed of clams,
a cloud (or horde) of gnats, a cry of
hounds and a brace ofducks (coined

from the 90 degree angular
of their flight, probably).
Some of the names, thou
not so descriptive, in fact,
rather mysterious. Among
are a charm ofgoldfinches, a
(or husk) of hares, a drift of
(referring to the migration
distinct aroma, perhaps?), ag
whales, gang ofelk, grist of
knot of toads and a mob of
roos.
As for cats and badgers?
Well, a gathering of
called either a clutter or a clo
while badgers band together
cete.
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Bill Nave saved these kids from drownin
He's not a lifeguard-
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Philanthropy is still
alive in United State
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The location of this year's
Student Media Banquet has
been changed to The Patterson
Inn. For more information see
Karyn Campbell at 046
University Center.

a teacher. But to the k'
he's reached, he's a hero.
f!WI
~~ Th11 P.Jbtic•Uon
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BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call 1-800-45-TEACH.
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Berry becomes doctor of comedy l$"Ummer

F.aming a doctorate degree is a
great accomplishment Establish
ing a career in stand-up comedy is
lllOlher. Dr. Bertice Berry has done

both.
Berry is the latest comic sensa
tion that has been touring college

ers?

of

campuses. In fact, she is the 1991
and 1992Campus Comedian ofthe
Year as well as being the 1992
Lecturer of the Year. This was not
acareer she had in mind.
Berry was a professor at Kent
State, where she had received her
PhD. in Sociology. She had such
popularity with her students that
she was moved to a larger room to
ICCOmmodate the demand of stu

dents and faculty. Berry found that
the larger room could bea place for
her humor to enlighten the class on
issues such as racism, sexism and
prejudice.
Berry will be giving a lecture
May 21 at 2 p.m. in the Medical
Sciences Auditorium. The lecture,
entitled 'But Some of My Best
Friends Are; The Existence ofBig
otry Around Us  What Can We
Do?", will deal with the existence
ofprejudice on the college campus
and in our society. Berry will also
present ways to facilitate the re
moval of racially motivated atti
tudes and ideas.
Berry says she purposely strays
away from obscene jokes. "My
material is all positive for blacks
and women," says Berry. "I'm a
spokesperson for everything I be
lieve in, and ifother people believe
in them, fine."
Berry says that she likes the
new twist in her career. "I got into
cornedytohelppeoplelookatthem
selves and know that they're as
good as the next person, so they
would feel betterabout themselves
and then start embracing others.
The ability to do that, for me, is
very important."

,, safety
Amy Rang
Associate Writer
It's summertime again! The
sun is shining, the temperature is
rising, and spring quarter is draw
ing to aclose. Soon, many of you
will be enjoying the many sum.
mer benefits of the great out

. doorS.
O/ ~9t before you go wandering
'out fu~naiure, here are some tips

• :;~li?~·~ersafe..~w~n
>>1'.he Sun ~uses problems for
manYPeoPle enjoying the great

.ou~~:H you

Need to blow off some steam?
Have a bad day and just want to let
everyone know about it? Tell us!
Gripes is a new deparunent of
lhe Spotlight section that lets the
WSU community sound off about
anything, whether on campus or
not.

Any gripes may be submiued
~ of charge to The Guardian,

046 University Center. Please do

write you up for unnecessary rea
sons." -Joey Hill,junior,Electri
cal Engineering
"My gripe is that people who
you think you're cool with talk
about you behind your back." -

--iM~f~
a
Dr. Bertlce Berry

"My gripe has got to be dealing
with my CD (Community Direc
kl'). He goes talking about other
residents, CA 's (Community
Advisors) and his personal life."
- Elsa Rodriguez, junior, Psy

logy
"My gripe is that CA's tend to

r~al

dents are so apathetic and inactive,
and yet they simultaneously com
plain about everything under the
sun. I think if you're not part of the
solution, then you've got no right
to complain about the problem."

"My gripe is that the lack of things for
students to do on this campus is totally
appalling."
- Ijeoma Orafu, sophomore, Biology/
Pre-Med
Kelly Brooks, sophomore, Biol
ogy/Pre-Med
"My gripe is that the black stu
dents on this campus don't stick
together like they should, being
thatit'sapredominantlywhitecam
pus."  Norman West, freshman,
Finance
"My biggest gripe is that stu

going to be

~n of at least Sun Protec~
hive Factor (SPF) lS. Yoo als0
.should be careful in tile Suri be'J

cheap

Shadd, senior, Communications
"My gripe is that the article on
the Rodney King trial from The
Guardian was, in my opinion, idi
otic. Anyone who has seen the vid
eotape should have known the of
ficers were guihy." - Damon Bell,
sophomore,Marketin~S

not make any personal comments,

or at least, don't name names.

$'C

'oufin the :Sun. it iswise to wear a

This space for rent
Chris Cato
Asst. Spotlight Editor
Various Contributors

'

1

__,.__
S~otligh_t____
Chris Cato
Asst. Spotlight Editor
Kevin Plessinger
Speclal Writer

·on
),a
tof
of

The Guardian

- Matthew Dewald, senior, En
glish
"My gripe is that Public Safety
used to come to the scene of a fire
alarm and discover that there was
no fire and would let students in
side. Now, we have to wait for
Fairborn Fire Department to give
us the OK to let us in."  Scott

"I hate it when I'm speeding
down the expressway in the far left
lane and I get stuck behind some
90-year-old guy driving a Cadillac
at 45 miles per hour. Why the hell
can't these drivers drive in theright
hand lane?!" - Mobeen Shirazi,
junior, Business
"Scantron sucks!" - Scott
Copeland, sophomore, Communi
cations
"All men are lying scum  at
least one of them is. You know
who you are." - C. Cheatham,
junior, Nursing
"How come athletes get to reg
ister before freshman do?"  An
drew Eigel, freshman, English

· ·• . •.B~s and Wa$J)Scarttum fu~
·•· trip into a painful ooe. To avoid
· attracting our .flying friends, fry
nouoweardOlhes thathaveflow
ery prints or bright colors. Shiny
jewelry and scents, such as co
logne and hairspllly, alsc:> attract
them.
...,.
. Ticks with Lyme disease tia\!e
become an imp()rtant issue e>Ver
the past years. There are some
things youcan do to helpavoid tick
bites, especially when you will be
in bushy, woodland or ~Y ar
eas. Try tucking your shirt into
your~ md your i-utt ~into
yourllJclcs. Wearlightcolcxedcloth
ing and check your clothes often
when )'OU are in an area wme ticks
may be living. Insect repellents can
ahO be heJP'ul.
Summer is also a time When
many JXQP1e encoonter poison ivy.
..·~ ivy is t.asily recognizable
with its three~ the stalk of the
center leaf being looges than the
outer two. .~ oak is anOOler
potentially dangerous weed And
don't faget that the beaies of the.se
.•:•. plaltsareas~ifnotmae$:>

j»=::~

:dent Health Setvk:es. C'b7 Allyn er

• yQur~Um. Sl1Xbll Health Sec~

··.viooS is opeai 8:30 am. to 8 p.m.
MoodaylhrooghThumayand 8:30
. a.m. to Spm. ooFriday.
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Lethal Weapon $3 shoots friendly fire
Gibson, Glover and Pesci
return to wreak more havoc
on the big screen
ROWDY'S RATING

***
GOOD

Eric Robinette
Staff Writer
Okay, let me get this over with
right away, so it's as quick and

painlessaspossible.LethalWeapon
3 is the weakest film of the series.
That said, I must point out that
doesn't mean very much. Lethal
Weapon 3 is, like the others, vastly
entertaining, it's just that the film
makers have intentionally turned
down the heat. But they put such
deserved trust in the tried and true
formula that the film moves ahead
with strong confidence, warts and
all.
As the plot unfolds, Sgt. Roger
Murtaugh (Danny Glover) is due
to retire in a week. With Riggs
(Mel Gibson) as his partner, though
that week is doomed to never run
smoothly. Thanks to Riggs' reck
lessness in the very first sequence
of the film (the one you've seen in
the trailers), he and Murtaugh are
demoted to patrolmen . This leads
to their discovery of a plot by a
renegade cop to steal weapons from
LAPD warehouses and distribute
them to hoods around the city.
As in the other two films, the
plot hits one of our heroes on a
personal level. This time though,

the connection is very tenuous.
During a shootout, Murtaugh
guns down a young black man who
used one of the stolen weapons and
is one of his son's friends. This is
nowhere near as involving as the
kidnapping of Murtaugh' s daugh
ter in the first movie, or the revela
tion that one of the villains of the
second movie was involved in the
death of Riggs' wife.
In the end though, it really
doesn't matter all that much. Writ
ers Jeffrey Boam and Robert Mark
Kamen probably reasoned correctly
thatanotherfamilymemberinjeop
ardy would have been redwidant.
And in light of the recent troubles
in Los Angeles, the idea of ensur
ing that black kids don't get their
hands on guns takes on a particu
larly touching relevance.
Another deficiency of the film
that can ultimately be forgiven is
its deemphasis ofaction in favor of
humor. Unlike the other install
ments, Lethal Weapon 3 fails to
build to a fever pitch. Instead, the
movie consists of some elaborate
action scenes that all play at about
the same level of intensity inter
spersed among many cartoonish
comedy scenes of the characters
engaged in battles of words.
Those escalating action scenes
are missed, but it really doesn't
matter all that much. For one thing,
series director Richard Donner has

Murtaugh (Danny Glover) and Riggs (Mel Gibson) team up to tum up the heat again.
plagued it in the last film, is hilari one of the most effective bi
ous. The only thing is he's not foreplay you'll ever soo on
nearly as funny in the rest of the
Not so effective is the er
film. His subsequent scenes are all cop, played by Stuart Wilson.
enjoyable  his mere presence is simply is not threatening enou
funny- but he seems to be used as make you believe Riggs, M
relief whenever the proceedings and Cole are in any real danger.
the movie's most serious flaw,
start to slow down.
But it really doesn't matter all unfortunately, it doesn't
that much, because we have a fabu to rescue itself from it.
But, taking the film toge
lous new supporting player who
actually tops Pesci. Her name is a whole, that mistake really d
Rene Russo, and she plays Loma matter all that much. The
thing, Donner has some great co Cole, an internal affairs officer who Weapon series is like your fav
medic bits that keep us entertained. shares Riggs' fiery spirit and physi friend, your favorite group or
Joe Pesci returns as Leo Getz, cal prowess. She and Gibson have favorite whatever. You liken
the man who was a criminal great chemistry, and it looks like much and are so familiar wi
scheister in Weapon 2 and is now a she'll be the pennanent replace that even when it missteps, ,
real estate scheister in this film. mentforRiggs' late wife. The scene can't be too disappointed with
His first scene, in which he tells where they compare each others' has done so well in the past tM.
prospective buyers of Murtaugh's battle scars before they hit the floor now, it would seem wrong not
house about all the damage that is the best scene in the film and is it to screw up.

a good excuse. "I saw Terminator
2 ," he said, "and decided I have no
desire to try and outdo what's been
done better than we can possibly
afford." Point taken. For another

u
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year, Premiere magazine Zemeckis (Back to the Future) di
presents its predictions for the 20 rects. Meryl Streep, Goldie Hawn
biggestmoviesof thesummer. Each and Bruce Willis. It's a comedy
year, we disagree with some of in an action packed season. Sounds
their predictions. This year, we like a good recipe, no?
offer our own. In order of popular
9. Pinocchio. Disney anima
ity:
tion. Say no more.
1.BatmanReturns. It is impos
10. Housesitter. Steve Martin
sible to bet against a sequel to one made the mediocre Father of the
of the five biggest money-makers Bride a hit, and this looks to be a
of all time. Besides, it appears that better film. With Goldie Hawn as
Michelle Pfeiffer has finally found the title character and Frank Oz
the role that will blast her to the (What About Bob?) directing, it
stratosphere.
should tum a tidy profit.
2. Boomerang. Eddie's back,
11. Cool World. The biggest
and he's bigger than ever. This will unknown quantity of the summer.
berememberedasEddieMurphy's Can director Ralph Bakshi (Fritz
comeback movie because it has the Cat) make a mainstream hit.
Robin Givens in front of the cam
The first major film since Roger
era and the Hudlin Brothers(House Rabbit hit the screen to really try
Party) behind it
and mix live action and animation.
3. Far and Away. Tom Cruise
12. A League of Their Own.
persuaded millions of people to Written by Lowell Ganz and Baba
come see Cocktail, and that was a loo Mandel (City Slickers), directed
terrible movie. With Director Ron by Penny Marshall (Big) and star
Howard (Parenthood), he presents ring Tom Hanks, Geena Davis and
a good one, and an epic to boot. some person named Madonna.
Even if a women's baseball team is
Should be huge.
4. lethal Weapon 3. See Eric's not a commercial idea, the people
involved are always good for a few
review.
S. Alien 3. The advance word bucks.
13.Single White Female. A tight
on this one is not good, and that
means it will barely make the top thriller about roommates Bridget
five. While this film's grosses will Fonda and Jennifer Jason Leigh Batman Retums Is expected to make It big at the box office.
probably tail off quickly, it should should impact enough people to
and Dolph Lundgren promises to
makeamoderateamountofmoney. on the edge of stardom.
have a dynamite opening week
16. Mo' Money. If this takes be stupid, but it also promises to
14. Twin Peaks: Fire Walk with
end.
6. Patriot Games. The pros Me. When the television series went half of what Damon Wayans' last make money.
19.Buffy the Vampire Slayers.
pects are a little iffy with writer off the air, there were still between film (The Last Boy ScoUJ) made, it
will
place
about
here.
This
time,
he
With
its tongue firmly in cheek,
five
and
lO
million
rabid
fans
(in
Tom Clancy's disavowal of the
project. But it's a sequel to a film cluding Scott). Even if no one else also writes and executive produces. this could bomb big or hit big. We
17. Bebe's Kids. Based on a expect something in between. Plus
that made $110 million, and this cares, those fans should make the
comedy routine by Robin Harris for money-maker: it costars dre
one has Harrison Ford. So it should film a hit Yes, David Lynch di
(House Party) and with the back
amboat Luke Perry.
rected.
do okay.
20. Man Trouble. We really
15. Singles. Writer-Director ing of the Hudlin brothers (House
7. Honey, I Blew Up the Kid.
Yes, another sequel to another huge Cameron Crowe (Say Anything) Party), this should capture part of couldn't find another film we could
summer hit. With so few films has such a good track record, this the urban audience left in the cold comfortably put in the top 20. So
aimed at the family audience, it should do well on word of mouth. by the delay of the release of Loot even though the word of mouth on
this is terrible, we'll bet on it be
should do just fine - and maybe In fact, it has the potential to be ers.
Universal
Soldiers.
The
18.
cause
it stars Jack Nicholson and
truly
huge.
Bridget
Fonda
and
even better.
8. Death Becomes Her. Robert Campbell Scott could be perched teaming ofJean Claude Van Dumb Ellen Barkin.
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Comedy Relief V offers, well, comedy retie
Scott Copeland
Staff Writer
COLUMN
Let's talk about stand-up
comedians.
Comic Relief, the premiere
showcase for the biggest stand-up
talent, aired last weekend. Seeing
the show sparked many different
thoughts in my mind.
First of all, Billy Crystal is the
greatest comic mind of this time.
When paired with Robin Williams,
the best improviser, and Whoopi
Goldberg, no slouch herself, the
result is pure magic.
With these three hosting, the
show was slire to be entertaining.
The 12 minutes they spent
improvising when they were
supposed to be doing a tribute was
the highlight of the show. The sad

thing is that this is the only time to
see these three work together. They
really ought to doa special together.
Beyond that, the best
performance this year was given
by Paul Rodriguez. A clearly
talented man who has always been
limited by weak material. The
recent events seemed to energize
his work, and he gave quite possibly
his best performance yeL
Other good performances were
given by Bob Goldthwait, Dennis
Miller and Paula Poundstone.
The most embarrassing
performance was by Roseanne and
Tom Arnold. Rather than write a
routine, they babbled for 10 minutes
abouttheirattemptstohaveachild.
Who cares?
I keep being told that underneath
his surfer dude speak, Pauly Shore
is a talented comedian. So I
examined his act, and underneath

all he did was trot out two women
and treat them like sex objects.
That is not funny. That is
deplorable.

The best lines of the night:
Crystal: ''I'd like to apologize
for the sudden absence ofour fourth
co-host. But Jack Palance could
notbewithustonight-he'soiling
up for his swim to Barcelona.
Rodriguez, on the Rodney King
verdict: "It all began a year ago. All
of us, we read the paper, we knew
the cops were lying. They said that
Rodney was doing 115 miles an

hour in a Hyundai. Even the
manufacturer said, 'No [kidding]."'
Rita Rudner, on the King
verdict: "It turned out Zsa Zsa
actually had a point."
Miller: "I saw Dan Quayle at a
press conference the other day. He
was wearing an X hat. They asked
him aboutit. Hesaidhehadalways
been a big fan of Malcolm the
tenth."
Jay Leno, on Leona Helmsley:
"She said her only crime was being
Leona Helmsley. Hey, that's worth
about 10 years in the slammer right
there, as far as I'm concerned."
Crystal, on Dances with Wolves:
"If they did that movie about my
family, the names would be great:
Eats when heTalks, Sits and Reads,
Cheats on his Taxes ... "
Goldthwait "If you ever see
me getting beaten by the police,
please put the video camera down

~TH

WHEB THE STONE AGE
MEDS 1111 ROCK AGE.

and help me."
Goldthwait: "Oliver
came out in support of the R
King verdict At first it bugg
but then I realized he's
support corrupt judicial dee'
If he didn't, he wouldn't be1
man now, would he?"
Williams: "This is so
cheaper than therapy."
Jim Carrey, on the riots: ,
perfectly safe, because I'm
Living Color. I just put a big
on my back - 'Blatk Ow~d"ereillC•
Marsha Warfield: "
[Johnson] admitted he wasse
promiscuous and possibly inl
most of the women he da
we called him a hero. Pee
Herman was in a theater by hi
and he was publicly hum'·
Seems to me if there's a hero
it's Pee Wee - he was the
practicing safe sex."

t.:.i.·- - -. .
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S norts
aseball team brings home Wright State's third
onference title, dismantles Mid-Con competition
it was bad, but if we had to got to
a second game, (Akron) would
have had the advantage because of
their hitting."
1be WSU baseball team ex
WSU, however, was able to
to win the Mid-Continent
ce chainpionship in its stifle. the Zip attack as Anderson
appearance at the tourney picked up the save in relief, and
14-17, but the Raiders just John Smith grabbed the win.
"I think we all expected to
to make it interesting.
1be Raiders brought home the win," Buck said. "Last year we
's third conference title, didn't have anything to play for at
the end of the season. It felt good
gging Akron for the cham
ip, 12-10. Earlier in the to win."
Buck also said it felt good
, both swim teams captured
knowing he has some days of rest
erence titles.
"We expected to win the con- coming to him.
"It's hard to get up for every
1'--llP.nrr. tournament," said WSU
coach Ron Nischwitz. game when you play a 60-game
· was a part of the expected schedule," he said.
Ashton agreed.
ts. It doesn't (help console
"It's kind of difficult," he said
gelling into the NCAA tour
"Everyone tries to play 100 per
)a whole lot."
The Raiders were turned down cent every game, but you get sore
and might hope for a rainout one
the NCAA tournament com
despite finishing the 1992 day. But once you get out there,
you get into the game."
•with a 40-16 record.
Something the Raiders had no
The Raiders had four players
to the all-tourney team, problem doing in Chicago.
luding tournament Most Valu
Playe~ Jon Sbrocco. Joining
junior second baseman were
her Brian Anderson , third
Jeff Ashton and short
Bill Osmanski.
WSU blew through the touma
nt held at Illinois-Chicago,
ing all four of its games.
WSU defeated UIC 4-3 in the
round, rolled past Young
n State 14-2 and stopped
Illinois 6-4 in the semifi
seuing up the showdown
· Akron.
i honestly felt (Akron) was
lhe only team that had a
of beating us," said WSU Brian Anderson
Ider Brian Buck. "But we Mid-Con All-Tournament
the advantage, since they had Team along with Jeff Ashton
beat us twice (in the double and Bill Osmanski.
· tion tournament)."
1992 final stats
With the win, WSU improved
Record:
11-3•
ICCord to 5-4 against the Zips
Saves: 1
21-3 in its firstseasonofMid
Games started: 13
play. WSU finished 40-16
•but it almost didn't make Innings pitched: 99.7*
Earned Runs: 26
the 40-win plateau.
Earned Run Average: 2.35*
Holding an 8-3 lead in the fi
the Raiders loaded the bases Strikeouts: 110*
no outs. WSU failed to plate Walks: 16
• opening the floodgates for
Set WSU record with 11 com

'II

I

Ml'm glad we won in one
... said Buck. "Our pitching
letting a little thin, not saying

photo by Paul Chapman

WSU's Dan Bassler was just one of many Raiders who successfully reached base In the
Mid-Continent Conference baseball tournament May 14-17 at llllnols-Chlcago. WSU ran
off with the school's first Mid-Con baseball title with a 12-10 victory over Akron.

ia
Jon Sbrocco
Mid-Con Tournament MVP

plete games•.

1992 final stats
Games started: 53
At bats: 181
Runs: 54*
Hits: 74*
RBI: 29
Batting average: .409*
Doubles: 16*
Triples: 1
Homeruns: 1
Walks: 43*
Stolen bases: 16
Stolen base attempts: 22

*Led team

*Led team

photo by Paul Chapman

WSU's Jayson Smith helped quiet the oppositions' bats.
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Lacrosse team blasted by Rockets despite suppo Stuc
Monica Bucklew
Associate Writer
Approximately 75 fans came
out to support the Raider lacrosse
club in their final home game
against the Toledo Rockets on
May 16, attempting to help Wright
State improve on an 11-3 record.
But it was Toledo, though,
that came away with the win, keep
ing its undefeated record and
showing how they had earned their
tough reputation.
Toledo, 19-0, defeated WSU
April 25 5-4 in overtime, causing
the Raiders to look for revenge.
"They are probably the best
team we play all year," said WSU
goalie Andy Sweetman. "It was
frustrating, because we really
plugged the game and we were
enthused, especially with every
one that came out to see us. We
were ready at 2 p.m."
And being ready at 2 p.m. may
have been the Raider's downfall.
A scheduling mixup caused the
game to be postponed from 2 p.m.
to4 p.m.
"This was definitely a fluke for
us. The delay was the determiner of
the game," said Chris Sperber, the
Raiders co-coach.
"Itwasalonghotdayinthesun.

We know we can play with them, little over two minuites into the
"It really pumps us up; seeing
and we can come from behind. We quarter.
them helps us keep our intensity,"
just couldn't stop them," said
Rusty Rouse scoreQ Wright said Mike Poeppelmeier.
Swe.eunan. The Raiders waited in State's fourth and final goal after
"All the people that came out to
the 80 degree weather over five fighting for possession and in see us -- the fans -- the support is
hours.
bounding the ball with 2:55 re great," said Sperber.
When Toledo finally arrived, maining.
"We just can't say enough
much of Wright State's intensity
Outside passing and moving about how great it is to hear all our
had already worn away.
the ball down field proved little fans," added Todd Volmer.
Wright State managed to keep challenge for the Raiders, but deep
The entire season has been a
possession of the
struggle for
ball for more than
the lacrosse
two-thirds of the
team because
"We just can't say enough about how
game, but con
money prob
great it is to hear all our fans."
trolling it was
lems are al
--Todd Vollmer.
another matter.
ways on their
WSU ineffecminds. In fact,
tively spent most of its possession inside Toledo's half Wright State the game against Toledo almost
time setting up about the goal. The was thwarted and continuously fell through. In order to pay for the
goals it did score all came quickly lost control.
game, the team was prepared to
after moving downfield.
Toledo's tight defense around give plasma. Parents paid for the
Toledo opened the game with a the goal kept the Raiders from game instead.
quick goal and WSU responded penetrating, while Toledo's goalie
Operating any club sport is not
with a score by John Kuehnle.
was able to block most shots.
profitable, and lacrosse is ex
Toledo finished out the first
MostofToledo's 12goals were tremely costly.
half with five more quick goals.
made less than 30 seconds after
"The refs alone are $160 ... plus
WSU's second score didn't Toledo took possession. Toledo's the uniforms and the equipment ...
come until three minutes into the blitzkrieg offense swept the Raid and the start up costs are incred
third quarter, when Kuehnle took ers 12-4.
ible," said Sweetman.
advantage of a split-second open
Although the Raiders couldn't
The costs are so high that sev
ing in front of the goal.
grab a victory in their final home eral students who wanted to play
Despite the lopsided score, game, they were very appreciative were not able to participate.
WSU came into the final quarter of their fans.
"We had a couple of guys that
strong. Perhaps spurred by his fa
According to several players, came out and showed a lot of po
ther yelling, "Hey son, do some the fans have been there to keep tential, but they just couldn't af
thing great," Keith Kroger scored a them motivated.
ford it," said Sweetman.

Caravan with
Lacrosse to
Earlham Co/leg
May23

fun·
of

Keith Kroger
John Kuehnle
Todd Vollmer
Rusty Rouse
Kevin Horch
M. Poeppelmeier
Mike Zemel
Chris Sperber
Steve Rudisill
Jim Stubbs
Sean Semler
Travis Schwenke
Eric Nordquist
Brad Zent
G =goals
A= assists
.

Wings hovering in second
of strong Southern Division

used only

place•Afthou

Ken Paxson
Skyhawks for first and both have
Assistant Sports Editor losing records. It's still early in the
The Southern Division of the
World Basketball League is prov
ing to be the dommant division in
the WBL.
The Dayton Wings reside in
second place, despite raising its
recordto6-l aftera97-90defeatof
the Florida Jades May 16 in front
of a season-high 2,749 spectators.
The reason the Wings are in
second place is simple - the
Youngstown Pride. The Pride
have bolted to an impressive 7 -0
start, but Dayton, Erie, Jackson
ville and Florida are all within
striking distance.
The story in the Northern Divi
sion is quite different
So far this season, the Southern
Division has totally dominated the
Northern Division. The Southern
Division has a combined record of
25-9, while the Northern division
teams possess a lopsided 12-27
Photo by Paul Chapman record.
Dayton's Johnnie Hiiiiard (5) demonstrates what the Wings
The once mighty Calgary 88s
do best, driving to the basket for two points.
are tied with the Hamilton

season, but if this is any indication
of the future, the WBL champ will
certainly come from the Southern
Division.
The big game coming up ap
pears to be the Youngstown versus
Dayton showdown June 7 at the
Nutter Center.
The Wings, though, become
more prepared to overtake the
Pride every day as they rebuild last
year's championship team.
Dayton recently cut newcomer
Jimmy McClain to make room for
veteran guard Darryl Johnson.
Johnson was a valuable man off the
bench for the Wings last season,
averaging 4.9 points and 1.2 re
bounds per game.
Add in what is shaping up to be
an outstanding rookie season for
Skeeter Henry, and Dayton will be
ready for any challenge come
crunch time. Henry is averaging
15.0 ppg and at times just appears
to be all over the floor. He has had
an impact on nearly every game
and is complemented well by fel-

::.e:e
Ralph Un
dents are d
low starters Alfredrick Hugh
ling out an
Perry McDonald.
"I thi
Hughes continues to do
in almost every facet of the
He is the Wings leading
(24.4 ppg) and second I
rebounder (7.7 rpg). Mc
leads the Wings in rebounds
rpg) and is third in scoring
ppg).
The Wings also have an
tremely talented bench.
Joe Ward, invaluable last
as a reserve, has returned and
Lewis has stepped up as Da_.~. ..
best sixth man, scoring 13
per gameand providing some
legs when he's needed.
Dayton's only loss this
was handed to them by the
Saskatchewan Storm 114
May 5. Since then the
haven't let up. They are begi
to come together as a team an
have a few more games be~
big date with Youngstown.
Dayton has two more
games coming up May 21 a
the Jacksonville Stingrays
May 27 against the Florida 1_____,
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o Student~s bypassing
h fun and excitement
of Raider ath letics
nPaxson
lstant Sports Editor
rtsColumn
If I was to tell you that you
d attend a Division I basket
game for free - in a state of
die art arena that others pay as
::--~..,.has $10 per seat for- what
ading would you say?
lfl wm to also tell you that free
charge, you could attend a Divi
tH
I baseball game and watch a
66
that finished the season 40
12
6, what would you say? Many of
17
know what I'm talking about,
f<r those of you who don't, I
9
referring to only two of the
6
y exciting and successful
3
1
programs at Wright State.
The reason I have singled out
2
1
I and basketball is because
o
Yare arguably the two most
o
of the 12 sports, but to each
o
own. WSU reserves over 2,000
1
seats for students at each
men's basketball game, and ac
cording to the box office at the
Ervin J. Nutter Center, students
medonly 908 of those on the aver

b

age.
Although this seems low for a
college that has over 17,000 stu
dents, men's basketball coach
Ralph Underhill thinks WSU stu
ts are doing a good job of get
ting out and supporting his team.
"I think we have good student
· ipation in tenns of numbers
campus," said Underhill. The
· "ons across the street and the

access to 1-675 have definetly
helped. If I were comparing us to
other schools that have maybe
12,000 living on campus, I think
we do very well."
But even though turnout is
fairly good for men's basketball, it
is little to none for other sports like
women's basketball and baseball.
The baseball team compiled a
40-16 record this year, but were
unable to get anyone outside of
athletes to attend. This is a recur
ring theme throughout the world of
sports at WSU. I would bet that if
the WSU softball team went unde
feated and won a national title, you
wouldn't see a good size crowd out
to watch them.
Wright State has lots of good
athletes performing at the highest
level of college competition and
the people they are performing for
- the students - don't even
seem to care.
Don't get me wrong, WSU
students do get out when recogniz
able teams come to town, but at
tendance is small even for basket
ball when it's just a regular game.
I've heard lots of excuses from
students as to why theydon' tcome
out and root their Raiders on. Ex
cuses range from not knowing
when the games are, to claims that
our teams aren't any good.
On the contrary, WSU has a
very successful sports program.
For example, let's take the WSU
men's basketball team and see
what they have accomplished.
In 1983, the Raiders went 28-4

Photo by Eric Opperman

Many of Wright State's athletic teams perform In front of vacant seats on a regular basis.
and won the Division II national
championship. Since going to the
Division I level in 1987, they have
had five consecutive winning sea
sons and finished first among the
nation's independent colleges in
1990 with a record of 21-7.
The WSU baseball team has
also had a winning season every
year since moving to the Division I
level.
The other sports at WSU have
had their moments too, and it's just
not understandable why students
do not attend these events. I'm as
guilty as anyone of ignoring what
is happening on campus, but a few
years ago I opened my eyes and
have enjoyed many good times at
different athletic events.
Life at WSU can be a lot more
fun if you just open your eyes and
pay attention to the many things Women's basketball ls Just one of the many wsu athletic
programs plagued by small crowd participation.
going on around you.

......

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy Next to Chi-Chi's
427-3338

Graduation Announcements
10 pack Embo~sed

$7.95

Caps&Gowns
Bachelors

$16.95
Masters & Doctors
(includes tassle hood) $33.95
(includes tassle & collar)
&

We also stock Great Graduation Gifts - Cross
Pens, Picture Frames, Wright State Clothing,
Mugs & Keepsakes.

BEA
HERO
Be ATeacher

Teachers hove the power
to woke up young minds
to make adifference.
Reach for that power.
Be ateacher. Be ahero.

To find out how
to become a
teacher, call
1-800-45-TEACH

m

amw11ng Ntw J1111chtrs. l11c
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The Protector-C.S. Tear Gas key rings!
The best! Be ready! Feel Secure! One
spray will stop an attacker. instantly I
Totally incapacitates the anacker(s) for 15·
30 minutes! Portable, sale and easy to
use. Housed in a leather key-ring holster.
Ideal for college students, late night walks,
JOOO&rS, shoppers, working women-YOU!
Now only $14.951 254-3649. For more info
and to order, call 254-3649.
Electric Wheel Chair in Good Condition
Everest Jennings. $750.00 Call 426-8446.

Ill HELP WANTED I
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 

fisheries . Earn $5000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000
openings. Male or Female. For
employment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext.1756 .
Accounting Clerk, must have completed
ACC 201 , 15 minutes from WSU. Hours
ftexible around your schedule. Call A.E.
David Co. 228-7753 lor interview
apointment.
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS an dTV
Scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like" form .
EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, beach,
vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. FREE
24 Hour Recording Reveals Details. 801·
379-2925 Copyright #OH10KEB
FEMALE & MALE STUDENTS needed to
participate in Human Factors project at
$5.00/hr. Flexible scheduling: no long
term commitment required. Height &
weight and other restrictions apply. II you
are between 18 and 30 years of age and a
U.S. citizen, call ~Y at 255-3432,
7:0<>am-4:30pm M-F (answering machine
alter 4:30pm).

I

I

I

lnt'I Finn will fill SO summer openings
immediately. Positions offer:
advancemenvmanagement opportunities,
$9.00 pay rate, flexible schedules,
corporation training, and excellent resume
experience. Call now 463-7524.

IC PERSONALS

lnt'I Corporation has summer
openings due to massive
expansion. $9.00 pay
Flexible schedules, no exp.
necessary, must work well
with people. Should secure
position now. Call 463-7524
for more information.

Heading for EUROPE this summer? Jet
there anytime for $169 for the East Coast,
$229 for the Midwest (when available) with
AIRHITCHI (Repor1ed in Let's Go! & NY
Times.) AIRHITCH® 212-864-2000.

IEl SERVICES

The Night Plaa: To Be

1155 BROWN STREET• DAYTON, OH 45409
228-5055

ABET WORDPROCESSING. Specializing
in academic manuscripts and formats
(APA). Resume service, correspondence.
Reduced student rates plus 20% first visit
discount. Rush jobs. 429-2475.
A BETTER RESUME You have a big
investment in your education. Don't blow it
with a do-it-yourself resume. As a former
personnel manager, 111 write a laser-printed
resume that will get your attention and
respect! I'll tell you how to reach your
employers and what to say. High quality.
Low price. Student discount. Free
interview. Steve Coleman. A BETTER
RESUME. 278-3242

0
RECYCLING

WIN A LIMO FOR THE
NIGHT PLAYING

NEED A PAPER TYPED? CALL or FAX
Gene at 878-7459. Word-Processing - 
term papers, thesis, dissertations . Fast
reliable services.

S.ELE<T -~O<WT.ION
·.;.t.

A TOUCH OF CLASS · TYPING SERVICE.
Term papers, reports, etc. No job too
large/small. Drafts or finals prepared . 24·
hour service upon request. Competitive
prices. 864-1374.

It's the little
things we can do
that mean a lot.

FREDERICK A. WHITE
HEALTH CENTER
WSU PHARMACY

873-3414

Classifieds Do The
Job For You

So You Llk• Someone Who Makes Things Easler For You?
Then you wlll llke th• WSU Pharmacy.
We arc opu Monday 1hrou&h Friday from 9 am IO 5:30 pm so you cu
Oii your luach break or Oii your ••)' llomc.

drop by
•

Call 873-2507 or stop by The
Guardian Offices, 046
University Cenetr for more
information

Assistant Editor and Business Manager
needed for Nexus, WSU literature and fine
arts journal. Contact Kevin Kearney at
873-2505 for more information.

We carr) many hi&h-q..alily 1cncric 111bitit111n lhat we llW in fillin& over
pcrccnl or lhc prc5CTip1ions WC diiopen5C. Thc5C &cncfia UVC )'OU lip IO
hair 1hc cos& or 1hc name brand mcdica1ion, which 1ivc1 you a choice in
how your hard-umcd money is spc111.

4()

• We carry various over-the-counter prodllCU alona wi1h their 1e11tric
cq11ivalcn15.

• II you have hard-to-find product., ii i5 pouiblc for 111 to order lhe111 for

()

CD CONNECTION
"THE COMPACT DISC STORE"

_,,,_.,...,.-··.. ......
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BeavercrHk

Uizaru• Kettering Cenwr

Corners at th• Mall

426-1401 293-7555 433-3472
4110 Colonel Glenn Hwy
1 Mile West of
Wright State University

Corner of Dorothy Lane
& Woodman
in Kettering •

St Rt 725 Between
the Dayton Mall & i-75

Near Toy's 'R' Us

c
y
c
L
E
0

We aive informalion conccrnina any mcdicalion cilhcr over 1hc phone or
ia per.on.

• The 10 pcrccnl diw:oun1 1h11 you rca:ivc can be n1cndcd IO your family.
•

Our OS I compulcr sy.icm in over 3,000 indcpcndcnl llorn acrou die
U.S.A. kcc~ a pcrmancnl clcclric palicnl record, providc1 p1in1cd adverse
fCIClion informalioa, check$ all llCW prcKriptions aaainsl othCB Oii your
pa1icn1 record for polclllial dni& in1craction1, and checks all acw llldcr.
aaain.i lhc pa1icn1 hi.iory for polcnlial allcraic inlCractioM.

•

We panicipalC in a number of 1bird-pany plau 111Ch as: We11e111 Ohio,
PCS, PAID, Aclna, Medimc1, Calapillcr, HMP, Ohio Medicaid, Grccnc
Coun1y G.R.. Ohio Blue Crou, Day10., Arca Hcahh Care Plan, Value lb,
and N.P.A.

E
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Now with top selling cassettes
Hi! My name is Doug and I've been working
at CD Connection for 8 months now. I'm a full
time student at Wright State, majoring in
organizational communications. I DJ at Up
The Creek in Beavercreek every Wednesday
for Progressive night I'm also the Music
Director at WWSU, Wright State's Student
Run Radio Station, where I DJ as well.
Last but not least, I'm a scholarship
swimmer for Wright State's Athletic Program,
currently heading into my fourth and final
year.
So stop in and see me sometime, and I'll
do my best to help you find what you're
looking for.
See ya,

you-11111ally wish nc•l·d.)' pickup and wi1ho111 any·addcd CO$l.

NII CCIII 17J·Ul4 er *11P by._ WIU PMnllocy In Ille ftediNlcll A. Wllh llealll C_,..

·we can easily transfer your refills
to the W.S.U. pharmacy"

r--------------------
+ REDEEM THIS COUPON +

1

:
1

I
I

YOU WILL RECEIVE l 00 TABLETS OF
IBUPROFEN (200mg). ALSO GOOD WIT
REFILL OR NEW PRESCRIPTION.

I

We are open 9:00 to 5:30 pm M-F

I

COUPON EXPIRES 6/15/92

---------------------
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Budget Board (i) The World
discusses
Pluto may not be
finances for
three groups ideal place to live
Tracy D. Porter
Special Writer

Three campus organizations,
Emerald Jazz, Delta Zeta Sorority,
and The Adventurers' Guild, met
with the Student Budget Board
May 11 inanefforttoobtainfunds
for their programs.
Joyce Whitaker, representing
Emerald Jazz, met with the board
first
Whitakerdiscussed the present
and projected group budget for
Emerald Jazz and explained how
the funds are used.
" W e generated about 66
percent of our budget this year 
10 percent more than I wanted to
generate," Whitaker said.
She continued by saying she
thinks education is most important
and that she wants to give
something back to her students.
Whitaker also said if Emerald
Jazz received approximately
$3,000 more from the Budget
Board, she could develop book
scholarships for Emerald Jazz
members.
Delta
Zeta
Sorority.
represented by Becky Stewart,
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May be great for

t~nning,

Nearly everybody knows that it
takes the Earth 365 days to orbit
the sun (called a sidereal
revolution).
Actually it is 365.3 days, which
is why we have a leap year every
four calender years. That means
for every 365.3 days that we live,
we age one year.
But what if we were to move to
another place?
Indulging in a bit of fantasy, it
is likely that our lifespan would be
quite different on, say for instance,
Pluto, which takes 90,824.2 earth

though

days to make a full trip around the
sun.
This means that one year on
Pluto would equal 248.62 years on
Earth.
During a lifespan of70 years on
the most remote planet of our solar
system, we can imagine that we
would be equal in Earth years to a
person 17 ,404 years old.
However. a single day on Pluto
is equal to six days, nine hours, 17
minutes on Earth.Great for tanning,
but consider the length of the
workday.

''Tourney''
continued from page 1
several Mid-Con teams finished
with losing records.
"I was very cautious (of our
chances)," saidNischwitz."I wasn't
surprised. It wasn't a shock to me.
We just need to keep trying to play
tough teams."
Of the 48 teams in the NCAA
tourney, 24 made it through
automatic bids - something the
Mid-Con does not have.
"Some of it has to do with

politics," said Wright State
baseman Jeff. "An automatic
also has a lot to do with it It
kind of disappointing since
conference doesn ' t ha ve
automatic bid."
But that may change in 1994
the NCAA will decide whethet
not to increase the toumamentfi
to 64 teams, thus increasing
number of teams receiv
automatic bids.
"The plan has been forw
to the NCAA committee and it
been tabled," McArtor said.
But that's little consolation
the Raiders now.
'

Honors scholarships now availab
Information about the 1992
Truman Scholarship Program is
available in the Honors Office.
Truman Scholarships are
awarded to outstanding juniors in
every state who intend to pursue a

career in government service.
These scholarships are val
at $30,000 providing up to $3,
for the senior year and $27 ,OOJ
up to three years of graduate
professional school.
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FORMERLY "THE PALACE"

426-9305

2346 GRANGE HALL ROAD

PROGRESSIVE MUSIC NIGHT
WEDNESDAY AT UP THE CREEK
·18 -$3, 21 -$2 cover
• TECHNO, House, Industrial and more!!!
• Live DJ's from local alternative stations

18 & OVER TUESDAY
COLLEGE l.D. NIGHT THURSDAY
SPECIAL DRINK PRICES WITH COLLEGE 1.0.

LIVE BAND THURSDAY-SATURDAY
COMING IN ABOUT A MONTH
Volleyball & Basketball

::====::=================~
applied for a grant.
The grant would enable the
sorority to host a gala for chapter
members, alumnae, and guests, in
honor of the sorority's 20th
anniversary on campus.
Kevin Piessinger represented
the Adventurers' Guild in asking
for an extension on a pending loan.
The Budget Board will review
the organization's budget and
decide about current and future
budget appropriations.
The Student Budget Board is a
committee selected by Student
Government to oversee a budget
used for campus organizations.
The board looks for
organizations which do not have a
closed membership, benefit the CALL 873-2507 FOR RATES AND INFORMATION
underclasses as well as the
ON PLACING A GRADUATION CLASSIFIED.
upperclass, and for organizations
which benefit the campus as a
whole.

Te~ that soon-to-be

graduate that you're
happy for tliem.
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